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This groundbreaking text has been established as the market leader throughout the world.
Profusely illustrated, Transmission Electron Microscopy: A Textbook for Materials Science
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provides the necessary instructions for successful hands-on application of this versatile
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materials characterization technique. For this first new edition in 12 years, many sections have
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been completely rewritten with all others revised and updated. The new edition also includes
assessment questions and over 400 questions that are suitable for homework assignment.
Four-color illustrations throughout also enhance the new edition. Praise for the first edition:
`The best textbook for this audience available.' – American Scientist `Ideally suited to the
needs of a graduate level course. It is hard to imagine this book not fulfilling most of the
requirements of a text for such a course.' – Microscope `This book is written in such a
comprehensive manner that it is understandable to all people who are trained in physical
science and it will be useful both for the expert as well as the student.' – Micron `The book
answers nearly any question - be it instrumental, practical, or theoretical - either directly or
with an appropriate reference...This book provides a basic, clear-cut presentation of how
transmission electron microscopes should be used and of how this depends specifically on
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one's specific undergoing project.' – MRS Bulletin, May 1998 `The only complete text now
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available which includes all the remarkable advances made in the field of TEM in the past 30-
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